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Quickly program questionnaires for
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Discuss how ARCS can help your current
participant engagement solution
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Challenge: A global technology company was using a

ARCS is an automated feedback and panel management

combination of tools (internal and external) for their various in

platform for recruitment, survey data collection, and custom

house UX research & usability studies. They sought a single onsite

reporting using multiple touch points.

all-in-one scalable solution behind their firewall to meet their
growing global UX study needs. The client required a system to
securely interface with other internal databases and leverage their

ARCS is designed to help UX researchers, product evaluation
managers, qualitative facilities, focus group researchers, and

data to identify qualified users for recruitment to their studies.

employee feedback managers to identify and schedule the

Lastly, they wanted a solution that would allow them to deliver a

right set of participants in less time and at a lower cost.

unified brand image to their UX panel members.
Solution: The ARCS system allowed the client to streamline their
participant recruiting processes, to efficiently enroll, grow, engage
and manage panelists into a centralized panel database. Having

Engage with your customers, clients, and employees with our
highly customizable and robust suite of modular tools.
ARCS is easier to use and more powerful than ever and promises
to be a game changer for your company.

one database allowed participation information to be shared
across all projects.

Regardless of what your participant engagement needs may

ARCS allowed them to easily identify, invite, qualify and schedule

be, ARCS has a solution for you.

these panel members to fill their studies more quickly. In addition to
that, the client met their timelines, drove cost savings back into
their research budget, and also liked the additional benefit of
having the panelist portal carry the look and feel of their corporate
branded website.
With ARCS, the client has deployed a scalable platform that will

ARCS delivers a streamlined and unified set of tools to

increase efficiency and reduce time and cost:

grow along with their UX operations.
What was once a logistical and time-intensive series of tasks is now
handled automatically by the ARCS system.
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